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Studies of the Studies of the 
atmosphere of atmosphere of 
Venus identified a Venus identified a 
problem of certain problem of certain 
small gaseous small gaseous 
components (NO, components (NO, 
NH etc.) Their NH etc.) Their 
origin could origin could 
involve electrical involve electrical 
discharges.   discharges.   



Measurements 
made by VENERA 
11, 12, PIONEER-
VENUS (1978-83) 
and subsequent 
missions 
indicated 
electrical activity 
of atmosphere of 
Venus.

Just before the 1979 New Year I got a 
cable from F.Scarf: “ I congratulate you 
with the discovery of lightning on Venus 3 
days earlier then we did it”. 



GrozaGroza ((VeneraVenera 11,12) & Groza11,12) & Groza--2 (2 (VeneraVenera 13,14)13,14)
Groza = Thunderstorm

30th anniversary!



On 21 and 25 December 1978 On 21 and 25 December 1978 
the the GrozaGroza instrument detected a instrument detected a 
large number of electromagnetic large number of electromagnetic 
pulsespulses



The The 
measurements measurements 
made on surface made on surface 
of the planetof the planet





The periodicity of The periodicity of 
groups of pulses groups of pulses 
pointed to a distant pointed to a distant 
source producing source producing 
electromagnetic electromagnetic 
noises.noises.



Simultaneously with Simultaneously with 
the GROZA radio the GROZA radio 
receiver the OEFD receiver the OEFD 
instrument on board of instrument on board of 
the PIONEERthe PIONEER--VENUS VENUS 
registered registered 
electromagnetic pulseselectromagnetic pulses









Discharges inside 
Earth’ clouds are 
well visible from 
outside. A search 
for light flashes 
on the night side 
of Venus resulted 
in nothing.







Are the impulses  
registered by  
the OEFD 
instrument 
connected to 
topography? 
(First attempt)





Electromagnetic pulses coming from the 
atmosphere of Venus were observed by 
instruments of GALILEO (Borucki et al., 1996).



C. Russell et al., 2007



Huge high-altitude lightnings

Taiwan researchers have discovered huge lightnings which rise 
as clusters from storm clouds to the upper layers of the 
atmosphere (up to 100 kms). As against usual lightnings, these 
sparkling streams are propagate in rarefied air, creating similarity 
of huge "trees" or " clusters " having height up to 80 kms. 
The work has been carried out by Han Tsun Su from National 
University Chang Kun, and has allowed to observe five huge 
streams of the lightnings rising upwards from storm clouds above 
South China sea. Their duration was less than one second. It is 
very difficult to see these streams by the naked eye - probably 
for this reason researchers till now knew nothing about their 
existence. The scientist also has found out that four of these 
streams radiated radiowaves of extremely low frequency which 
could create handicaps for global systems of a radio 
communication. 



Superlightning on Jupiter



The  end


